Higher eukaryotic organisms cannot live without oxygen; yet, paradoxically, oxygen can be harmful to them. The oxygen molecule is chemically relatively inert because it has two unpaired electrons located in different pi * anti-bonding orbitals. These two electrons have parallel spins, meaning they rotate in the same direction about their own axes. This is why the oxygen molecule is not very reactive. Activation of oxygen may occur by two different mechanisms; either through reduction via one electron at a time (monovalent reduction), or through the absorption of sufficient energy to reverse the spin of one of the unpaired electrons. This results in the production of reactive oxidative species (ROS). There are a number of ways in which the human body eliminates ROS in its physiological state. If ROS production exceeds the repair capacity, oxidative stress results and damages different molecules. There are many different methods by which oxidative stress can be measured. This manuscript focuses on one of the methods named cell gel electrophoresis, also known as "comet assay" which allows measurement of DNA breaks. If all factors known to cause DNA damage, other than oxidative stress are kept constant, the amount of DNA damage measured by comet assay is a good parameter of oxidative stress. The principle is simple and relies upon the fact that DNA molecules are negatively charged. An intact DNA molecule has such a large size that it does not migrate during electrophoresis. DNA breaks, however, if present result in smaller fragments which move in the electrical field towards the anode. Smaller fragments migrate faster. As the fragments have different sizes the final result of the electrophoresis is not a distinct line but rather a continuum with the shape of a comet. The system allows a quantification of the resulting "comet" and thus of the DNA breaks in the cell.
Introduction
Comet assay was first developed by Swedish scientists Ostling and Johanson 1 . DNA is a negatively charged molecule. During electrophoresis, smaller, damaged DNA fragments travel faster toward a positively charged anode 2 . The smaller the DNA fragments, the faster their migration toward the anode to form a typical "comet" with a "head" composed of intact, undamaged DNA and a "tail" composed of damaged DNA fragments 3 . Damaged DNA can be repaired by different mechanisms in the body 4 , which keep the generation of DNA breaks fairly balanced 5 . If, however, the balance is in favour of DNA breaks , the breaks can accumulate and will ultimately contribute to the development of a disease.
Our DNA suffers approximately 0.000165% damage at a given time 6 . Single stranded DNA breaks refer to a defect on one of the two strands of the DNA double helix whereas double-stranded DNA breaks are caused when both strands of the DNA double helix are damaged. There are various factors which may enhance the amount of DNA breaks at a given time such as the age of the cell, cigarette smoke, various drugs or oxidative stress [7] [8] [9] . If all factors leading to enhanced DNA breaks are kept constant, then the quantification of DNA breaks by means of comet assay is a good indirect parameter of oxidative stress.
The method of comet assay is used increasingly today in medicine including ophthalmology. One reason for this is that oxidative stress is more and more recognized as a pathogenetic mechanism for various diseases [8] [9] [10] [11] and comet assay is one method with which oxidative stress can indirectly be quantified. 
Discussion
Swedish scientists Ostling and Johanson were the first in their field to use comet assay to quantify DNA damage in cells 1 . The neutral conditions that the two scientists used, however, only allowed the detection of double-stranded DNA breaks. Singh et al. later adapted the assay for use under alkaline conditions, which produced a sensitive version that could assess double and single-stranded DNA breaks and detect alkali-labile sites 12 . Since its initial development, the assay has been modified at various steps to make it suitable for assessing types of DNA damage in different cell types 13-15. As with all techniques, paying rigorous attention to technical details is important to obtain accurate results 16 . Based on our experience, best results are obtained if every methodological step-from solution preparation to comet quantification-is performed by expert laboratory technicians. The use of fresh and correctly prepared media, adequate pipetting techniques, exact timing and (as previously mentioned in the results section) the use of freshly prepared leukocytes are essential in order for lysis and gel electrophoresis to obtain accurate results
.
All the individual steps in this assay are equally important for obtaining reliable results. 16 In general best results are obtained if every single methodological step from solution preparation till comet quantification is performed by expert lab technicians.Important seem the use of fresh and correctly prepared media, adequate pipetting techniques, exact timing and as already referred to in the results section the use of freshly prepared leukocytes for lysis and gel-electrophoresis to obtain adequate results from the assay 17 .
As do other methodologies, the comet assay technique has its advantages and drawbacks. Being a sensitive method, the assay is vulnerable to factors (e.g., UV light) which could augment DNA breaks and thus affect results. Any factor that may enhance oxidative stress, except that which is being researched, should be avoided. Stressors can increase level of oxidative stress not only in leukocytes but also in all other blood mediums and lymphocytes. As mentioned earlier there are many different and more direct ways of measuring oxidative stress
